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Abstract-The problem of traffic congestion in
modern day motorways call for the
requirements for traffic flow model. Traffic flow
is the study of interaction between travelers
and infrastructures with the aim of
understanding and developing an optimal
transport network with efficient movement of
traffic and minimal traffic congestion problems.
There are three main variables to visualize a
traffic stream includes speed density and flow.
The primary tool for graphically displaying
information in the steady traffic flow is the
fundamental diagrams which consist of three
graphs. Traffic flow models are the
abstractions of real systems that relate key
variables with mathematical equations and
physical intuition. The main type of traffic
models are macroscopic, microscopic and
mesoscopic. Keywords-traffic flow, traffic flow
models, speed, density, flow, Fundamental
diagrams, microscopic models, macroscopic
models, mesoscopic models.

 Traffic congestion is a serious problem
facing today. The causes, effects and
solutions of traffic congestion vary
according to the location

Traffic congestion has a great impact on our
personal life, career, and future and even on our
safety. It causes stress, annoy and frustrate us
and the traffic jams burns fuel at higher rate.
Travelers experience significant delay when they
perform their daily trips. The problem of traffic
congestion in modern day motorways call for the
requirements for traffic flow model. The
interaction between different vehicles, their
drivers and the infrastructure give rise to many
complex phenomena on our roads. Traffic flow
theory describes this phenomenon and
reproduces them through mathematical models.
Traffic flow theory has been the interest of
researcher’s designers and planners for decades
and one objective of traffic flow theory is to derive
the relationship between the various traffic
variables so that the engineer can determine the
characteristics of traffic stream and hence predict
the consequences of any changes made in the
design [1]. By efficiently controlling the traffic
processes the drivers experience shorter travel
time and improved trip quality. The efficient traffic
control is profitable in individual societal financial
and environmental terms. 

I.INTRODUCTION
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Traffic flow is the study of interaction
between travelers including pedestrians,
cyclist, drivers and their vehicles and
infrastructure including highways, signage
and traffic control devices with the aim of
understanding and developing an optimal
transport network with efficient movement
of traffic and minimal traffic congestion
problems[2]. There is a connection
between traffic density and vehicle velocity
that is the more vehicles are on a road the
slower their velocity will be. To prevent the
congestion and to keep the traffic flow
stable the number of vehicles entering the
control zone has to be smaller or equal to
the number of vehicles leaving the zone in
the same time [2].

TRAFFIC FLOW 

TRAFFIC STREAM PROPERTIES

There are three main variables to visualize
a traffic stream includes speed density and
flow. These variables describe traffic
congestion [1]. 

01. Speed
Speed is the distance covered per
unit time. It is difficult to observe
the individual speed of each
vehicle so in practice the average
speed is measured. There are two
definition for average speed [3].
First one is time mean speed and
the second one is space mean
speed. The time mean speed is
measured at a reference point on
the road way over a period of
time and the space mean speed
is measured over the whole
roadway segment [3]. 

02. Density 
Density is defined as the number
of vehicles per unit length of the
roadway. In traffic flow the two
most important densities are the
critical density (Kc) and the jam
density (Kj). The maximum
.density achievable under free
flow is called critical density. The
maximum intensity achieved
under congestion is called jam
density [2].

Flow
Flow is the number of vehicles
passing a reference point per unit
time, vehicles per hour. The
inverse of flow is headway [2].

02.

TIME-SPACE DIAGRAM 

Traffic flow is generally constrained along
one-dimensional pathway. A time space
diagram graphically shows the flow of
vehicle along a path over time. In this graph
the horizontal Axis represents the time and
the vertical Axis represents the distance.
Traffic flow in time space diagram is
represented by the individual trajectory
lines of individual vehicles [3]. Vehicle
following each other along a given travel
lane will have parallel trajectories and when
one vehicle passes another the trajectories
will cross. These diagrams are useful to
display and analyses the traffic flow
characteristics of a given roadway segment
over time [4]. 
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Flow, density and space mean
speed are called the fundamental
flow variables because the flow
describes how many vehicles are
moving and speed and density
they describe the quality of
service experienced by the
drivers. This three parameters are
correlated with each other by this
relation “flow = speed * density”.
This equation is called
fundamental equation of traffic
flow [4]. 

FUNDAMENTAL DIAGRAMS OF
TRAFFIC FLOW

There is a connection between
traffic density and vehicle velocity,
the more vehicles are on a road,
the slower their velocity will be. To
prevent congestion and to keep
traffic flow stable, the number of
vehicles entering the control zone
has to be smaller or equal to the
number of vehicles leaving the
zone in the same time. At a critical
traffic density and a
corresponding critical velocity the
state of flow will change from
stable to unstable. If one of the
vehicles brakes in unstable flow
regime the flow will collapse. 
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03.

The primary tool for graphically displaying
information in the steady traffic flow is the
fundamental diagram. Fundamental
diagram consist of three different graphs
flow- density, speed - flow and speed-
density. These graphs are two dimensional
and all the graphs are related by the
fundamental equation of traffic flow. The
fundamental diagrams were derived by the
plotting of field data points and giving these
data points a best fit curve. With the
fundamental diagrams researchers can
explore the relationship between speed,
flow, and density of traffic.

The relationship between the
speed and flow can be suggested
as follows. The flow size is zero
either because there is no
vehicles or there are too many
vehicles so that they cannot
move. At maximum flow the
speed will be in zero and free flow
speed [4].

Speed density relationship is
linear with the negative slope that
is the density increases when the
speed of the roadway decreases
[4]. 

 Speed-density diagram01.

 Speed-density diagram02.
The flow density varies with time
and location. The relation
between the density and the
corresponding flow on a given
stretch of road is referred to as
one of the fundamental diagram
of traffic flow [4].

 Speed-flow diagram
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TRAFFIC FLOW MODELS MICROSCOPIC TRAFFIC FLOW
MODELS.

05.

Traffic flow models are the abstractions
of real systems that relate key variables
with mathematical equations and
physical intuition The objectives of
traffic flow modelling includes
optimizing the flow, reducing traffic
congestion, helping engineers to
decide planning of road or Highway
network, understanding the reason of
occurrence of traffic jams ,reducing
traffic accidents etc. Traffic Flow
models are used to estimate the
benefits in terms of increase in speeds
and reliability of changes in highway
capacity [5]. It can also be used to
estimate the impact of policies to
reduce demand through pricing or
other restrictions. A traffic model is a
mathematical model of real world
traffic but not restricted to road traffic
[6]. These models can teach
researchers and engineers how to
ensure an optimal flow with a minimum
number of traffic jams. Traffic flow
models describes how vehicles
travelled over roads at which speed
what the distance is between them
how long they take to travel over a
certain rod section etc. Combining the
models with other information
supports estimations about current
and future traffic states [5]. Traffic
models are the basis of a traffic
simulation. Traffic simulation of
transportation system is the
mathematical modelling of
transportation system through the
application of computer software to
better help plan design and operate
transportation system. 
The model can be developed for all
types of junctions like three way
junctions, four way junctions and
roundabouts. 

Microscopic traffic models describe
the details of traffic flow and the
interaction taking place within it.
Microscopic traffic models simulate
single vehicle-driver units. Microscopic
models describes how drivers react to
the action of the driver ahead and how
they changed their lanes in order to
improve their path towards their
destination. Car following models,
cellular automaton models and lane
changing models are the few examples
of the microscopic traffic flow models
[7].

Car following models

Car following models cellular
automaton models and lane changing
models are the few examples of the
microscopic traffic flow models. Car
following traffic models are the
microscopic traffic models which
describe the mechanism of one vehicle
following another. In this model
vehicles are modelled individually
hence these models are microscopic.
The key parameters in the car
following models are distance headway
and distance gap [6]. Distance
headway is defined as the distance
from a selected point on the lead
vehicle to the same point on the
following vehicle [7].  Distance gap is
defined as the gap length between the
rear edge of the lead vehicle and the
front edge of the following [7]. A set of
ordinary differential equations which
describes the dynamics of the vehicle
position and velocities are generally
used by these models. 
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05.

Various models were formulated to
represent how a driver reacts to the
change in the relative positions of the
vehicle ahead. Pipes models, Frobe’s
models, general motors model, optimal
velocity models, follow the leader
model, intelligent driver model are few
examples of car following models.
Pipes model is based on the concept
that a minimum safe distance of at
least the length of a car should allow in
between two vehicles. According to this
model the safe distance headway
increases linearly with speed [6].
Frobe’s model is based on the reaction
time needed for the following vehicle to
become aware the need to decelerate
and apply the brakes is considered,
that is the time gap between the rear
of the lead vehicle and the front of the
following vehicle should always be
equal to or greater than the reaction
time [6]. 
General motors model [6] is the work
that was done by general motors and
the researchers came up with a new
five models. These are based on the
relationship that the response of the
following vehicle is function of
sensitivity and stimuli. Response is the
acceleration or deceleration of the
vehicle. Stimuli was always represented
by the relative velocity of the lead
vehicle and the following vehicle. The
difference in the different generations
of the general motors model was the
representation of sensitivity. The car
following model proposed by the
general motor is based on follow the
leader concept. This is based on two
assumptions

Higher the speed of the vehicle
higher will be the spacing between
the vehicles.
To avoid collision, driver must
maintain a safe distance with the
vehicle ahead 

 

Optimal velocity model (OVM) is based
on the concept that each driver tries to
achieve an optimal velocity based on
the distance to the preceding vehicle
and the speed difference between the
vehicles [8].
The intelligent driver model [8] is a
time continuous carfollowing model for
the simulation of freeway and urban
traffic in traffic flow modelling. It
describes the dynamics of the
positions and velocities of single
vehicles. It was developed by Treiber,
Hennecke and Helbing. It is a
deterministic follow-theleader model
formulated as an ordinary differential
equation and characterized by an
acceleration function that depends on
the actual vehicle speed, the gap and
the velocity difference to the leading
vehicle.
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Cellular automaton models are the
models which are proposed to
stimulate the microscopic traffic flow.
These models are based on methods
from statistical physics. Vehicles follow
a reduced set of rules that can be
applied in parallel [5]. In cellular
automata the space and time are
divided into discrete cells and steps.
Due to the properties of cellular
automaton models such as
discreteness of space and time, the
simplicity and flexibility of algorithm
and the easiness to be simulated on
computer, it could effectively simulate
the vehicle movement in traffic and is
widely used and developed in the study
of traffic flow. Nagel-Schereckenberg
model (NaSch) and Biham-middleton-
Levine traffic model are the two
examples of cellular automaton model
[6].
Nagel–Schreckenberg model [6] is
essentially a simple cellular automaton
model for road traffic that can
reproduce traffic jams, that is show a
slowdown in average car speed when
the road is crowded. In this model the
road is divided into cells. This is an
example of periodic boundary
conditions because the cells in the
model are aligned in a single row
whose ends are connected so that the
cells make up a circle. Each cell is either
empty road or contains a single car
that is more than one car can occupy a
cell at any time. Time is represented
into time steps. This representation in
both space and time results in a
cellular automaton. 

In this model there are four actions
which are conducted in order from
first to last. This includes accelerate,
slowing down, randomization and car
motion. If current speed of vehicle is
less than the maximum speed then
accelerate. If speed is greater than the
frontal gap then decelerate. In
randomization the speed will be
decreased by one with the probability.
Finally all cars are moved forward the
number of cells equal to their velocity.
These four actions are repeated many
time, as long as is required to study
any traffic jam that my form. This
model is for a single lane where cars
cannot pass each other that is there is
no overtaking [6].

Cellular automaton models 
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Macroscopic models are the models
that consider the aggregate behavior of
traffic flow. These models describes
how flow and density in a road change
dynamically with conditions that occur.
This model view the traffic flow as a
whole. Macroscopic traffic modelling
assumes a sufficiently large number of
vehicles on a road such that each
stream of vehicle can be treated as
flowing in a stream. The formation and
dissipation of queues, shockwaves etc.
are some of the important properties
of traffic flow. Macroscopic models
describes these properties. These
models are computationally less
demanding. Moreover the
computational demand does not
increase with increasing traffic
densities. That is it does not depend on
the number of vehicles in the network.
Macroscopic models are primarily
classified into homogeneous and
heterogeneous models [7]. LWR
models is another type of macroscopic
traffic flow model. 
Traffic composed of identical vehicles
and following the lane discipline is
termed as homogeneous. Traffic
comprising of motorized and non-
motorized two-wheelers and three-
wheelers along with several other
vehicles with no-lane discipline is
termed as heterogeneous.

MACROSCOPIC TRAFFIC FLOW
MODELS

LWR model

This model is introduced by Lighthill,
Whitham and Richards. The LWR
model is a type of microscopic traffic
flow model. The essential features of
traffic flow such as wave formation
and propagation can be e
qualitatively well reproduced with
LWR model [6].

But this model has a limited capability
to capture certain complicated traffic
phenomena. This model represent the
behavior of traffic streams prove the
continuity equation and an assumed
equilibrium speed-density relationship.
This model assumes that the traffic
stream to be always in equilibrium.
That is it assumes that speed and
density values at any point in the
station at any time are according to the
equilibrium relation. 

MESOSCOPIC TRAFFIC FLOW MODELS 

Besides microscopic and macroscopic
traffic flow models, traffic modelling in
freeway system has also been treated
with other general approaches
resulting in mesoscopic traffic flow
models.. Macroscopic models lack the
level of details needed in modelling the
individual driver behavior and choices.
Microscopic models able to provide a
lot of information about features of
traffic flow but they require a
computational effort, especially for
large road networks. Mesoscopic traffic
flow models fill the gap between
microscopic and macroscopic models
by representing the choices of
individual drivers at a probabilistic level
but, limiting the level of detail on
driving behavior and choices. 
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Microscopic models able to provide a lot
of information about features of traffic
flow but they require a computational
effort, especially for large road networks.
Mesoscopic traffic flow models fill the
gap between microscopic and
macroscopic models by representing the
choices of individual drivers at a
probabilistic level but, limiting the level
of detail on driving behavior and choices.
Microscopic models able to provide a lot
of information about features of traffic
flow but they require a computational
effort, especially for large road networks.
Mesoscopic traffic flow models fill the
gap between microscopic and
macroscopic models by representing the
choices of individual drivers at a
probabilistic level but, limiting the level
of detail on driving behavior [8].
Mesoscopic traffic flow models are
hybrid model that includes combinations
or approximations of elements from
both macroscopic and microscopic
models. Mesoscopic models may include
a routable network similar to a
macroscopic model (with a
supplementary origin-destination
matrix), while also incorporating more
detailed operational elements of the
transportation network to better
estimate travel time based on traffic
operations similar to a microscopic
model. Elements from either the
macroscopic or microscopic models may
be generalized or simplified. Cluster
model, headway distribution model, and
gas kinetic model are the few examples
of mesoscopic traffic flow model [5]

Gas kinetic traffic flow model 

Gas Kinetic traffic flow models is a type
of mesoscopic traffic flow models. This
model was first proposed by Prigogine
and are based upon the analogy
between gas flows and traffic flows [4].
In gas flow the dynamics are governed
by interacting gas particles whereas
traffic flow deals with the interacting
vehicles

CASE STUDIES  

Traffic Flow Modeling for
Heterogeneous Conditions on
Urban Road - A Case Study of
Selected Stretches of Ahmadabad
city, from the survey they find out
that our Indian traffic is
heterogeneous traffic. According to
their complete analysis they found
the traffic stream parameters. They
get standard relationship between
traffic stream parameters. They get
an equation for heterogeneous
traffic of Ahmadabad city.[8]
Development of Traffic Flow Model:
Case Study of Kathmandu Ring
Road. [9] This study has been
conducted for development of
macroscopic model for the traffic
flow conditions of Kathmandu Ring
Road. This study was compared to
various traffic flow models for
finding the best fit model.
Underwood model with Taylor
series expansion can be
recommended. This could help in
predicting future scenario of traffic
parameters that is speed and
density
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Traffic congestion is a serious social
issue which needs special attention.
Traffic flow models are important to
solve traffic congestion problems.
Traffic flow is the study of interaction
between travelers and infra
structures. Speed, density and flow
are the main variable to visualize a
traffic stream. Mainly there are three
types of traffic flow models
microscopic model focus on how
drivers reacts to the action of the
driver ahead. Macroscopic models are
the models that consider the
aggregate behavior of traffic flow.
Mesoscopic models fill the gap
between microscopic and
macroscopic traffic flow models. The
fundamental diagram of traffic flow
model describes statistic relationship
between flow, density and speed. The
objectives of traffic flow modelling
includes optimizing the flow, reducing
traffic congestion, helping engineers
to decide planning of road or Highway
network understanding the reason of
occurrence of traffic jams, reducing
traffic accidents etc. Traffic c flow
theory and modelling are important in
order to design comfortable and safe
roads, to solve road congestion
problems and to design adequate
traffic management measures,
amongst other things. 
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 usage of concrete causes for
environmental impacts like global
warming. Cement is the major
constituent material in the concreting
and the reaction happening in the
concrete is exothermic reaction. It is
heat generating reaction and
evolvement of gases which is harmful
and causes environmental imbalance.
Production of concrete is one of the
vital factors for global warming as it
accounts for 30% of the total CO2
released in the atmosphere. Recycle
and reuse of material from industries
is becoming very popular to overcome
these environmental issues. In order to
compensate these effects an eco-
friendly concrete must be substitute,
this concrete is called green concrete.
Due to the development in the
sustainable construction, engineers
and architects are stimulated to figure
out the materials which are more
sustainable for construction. This will
give us a brief idea about as well as
materials, advantages and
disadvantages of green concrete
technology.

 

concrete which is a structural
material consisting of
particulate substance like fine
and coarse aggregate,
cement and water, that is
bonded together in a
standard mix ratio. Concrete is
one of the most used
construction material around
the world for building
construction. For shaping a
building, concrete is having
mandatory role but the
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STAGES OF
CONSTRUCTION AND
FLOATING STABILITY OF
VERY LARGE FLOATING
STRUCTURES

Very large floatingstructures (VLFS) have attracted the attention of architects
and city plannersbecause they providean exciting and environmentally friendly
solution for land creation from the sea as opposed to the traditional land
reclamation method. Also they are starting to look beyond the traditional
confines of the city, towards building on water as one of the answers to
reducing inner-city population density and also developing flood- resilient
designs.The very large floating structures technology has
developedconsiderably and there are many innovative methods proposed to
minimize the hydro elasticmotion, improve the mooring system and structural
integrity of the very large floatingstructures. Although thisidea is not entirely
new, for some reason a floating city has not yet been successful.
Variousdesigns have been presented at different times,floating city
construction have been already approved by the administrative authorities
ofsome islands. However,shifting development towardswater isn't a simple
task. It needs to overcomesome challenges. This keynote paper summarizes
the stages of construction, design, developments and floating stability of Very
large floating structures.

Hayana. M. U
S6 CIVIL

Abstract



I.INTRODUCTION
 There are over 510 million square kilometer

of area on the surface of Earth , but only
30% of this area includes land and the rest
70 % is covered by Ocean’s, lake’s, rivers etc.
From this area approximately 66 million
square kilometer land is habitable for 7.9
billionpopulation. As the area of land
decreasesby melting of glaciers and the
growth of urbandevelopment we need
more spacefor settlement. Here emerges
the idea of floating structures . Very large
Floating structures (VLFS) are artificial land
parcels floating on the sea. They appears
like giant plates resting on the sea in a way
that total load of the structure is less than or
equal to the uplift force of water which
helps the structure to float on the sea
surface. The VLFS technology has
developed considerably with the help of
many innovative methods. The use of a
floating house or an amphibious house can
now be seen in various cities across the
planet. The applications of VLFS are floating
piers , bridges , hotels , stadia , airports, fuel
storage facilities , docks , breakwaters ,
power plants , mobile offshore bases etc.
And the dream of habitation facility will be
accomplished soon by completing the
floating city project at Maldives Islands
which will start the next year (2022).

STAGES OF
CONSTRUCTION

 
 

A.Analysis and design of hydroelastic
response

 The analysis and design of floating
structures need to account for some
special characteristics when compared to
land-based structures; namely:
Horizontal forces due to waves are in
general several times greater than
the(nonseismic) horizontal loads on land-
based structures and the effect of such
loads depends upon how the structureis
connected to the seafloor.It is distinguished
between a rigid and compliant connection.
A rigid connection virtually prevents the
horizontal motion while a compliant
mooring will allow maximum horizontal
motions of a floating structure of the order
of the wave amplitude.
In framed, tower-like structures which are
piledto the seafloor, the horizontal wave
forces produceextreme bending and
overturning moments as the wave forces
act near the watersurface. In this case the
structure and the pile system need to carry
virtually all the vertical loads due to self
weight and payload as well as the wave,
wind and current loads.
In a floatingstructure the static vertical self
weight and payloadsare carried by
buoyancy. If a floatingstructure has got a
compliantmooring system, consisting for
instance of catenary chain mooring lines,
the horizontal wave forces are balanced by
inertiaforces. Moreover, if the horizontal size
of the structure is larger than the wave
length, the resultant horizontal forces will be
reduced due to the fact that wave forces on
different structural parts will have different
phase(direction and size). The forces in the
mooring system will then be small relative
to the total wave forces. The main purpose
of the mooring system is then to prevent
drift-offdue to steady current and wind 



C.  Fabrication and towingprocess
 

 itself is not a difficult task. Most of the
technology developments in the
construction phase are relatedto
construction operationat sea. Experiments
to test the towing of Mega float units should
be carried out during the construction of
onsite experimental models.

forces as well as possible steady and slow-
drift wave forces which are usually more
than an order of magnitude lessthan the
first order wave forces.
A particular type of structural
system,denoted tension-leg system, is
achieved if a highly pretensioned mooring
system is applied. Additional buoyancy is
then required to ensure the pretension. If
this mooring system consists of vertical
lines the system is still horizontally
compliantbut is vertically quite stiff.Also, the
mooringforces will increasedue to the high
pretension and the vertical wave loading. If
the mooring lines form an angle with the
verticalline, the horizontal stiffness and the
forces increase. However, a main
disadvantage with this system is that it will
be difficult to design the system such that
slack of leeward mooring lines are avoided.
A possible slack could be followed by a
sudden increase intension that involves
dynamicamplification and possible
failure.For this reason such systems have
never been implemented for offshore
structures.
Sizing of the floatingstructure and its
mooring system depends on its function
and also on the environmental conditions in
terms of waves, currentand wind. The
design may be dominatedeither by peak
loading due to permanentand variable
loads or by fatiguestrength due to cyclic
wave loading. Moreover, it is importantto
consider possibleaccidental events such as
ship impacts and ensure that the overall
safety is not threatened by a possible
progressive failure induced by
suchdamage.
Unlike land-based constructions with their
associated foundations poured in place,
very large floating structures are usually
constructed at shore-based building sites
remote from the deepwaterinstallation area
and without extensivepreparation of the
foundation

B.Approval by Government
 

 

Each module must be capable of floating
so that they can be floated to the site and
assembled in the sea.
Owing to the corrosive sea environment,
floating structures have to be provided with
a good corrosion protection system.
Possible degradation due to corrosion or
crack growth (fatigue)

requires a proper system inspection,
monitoring, maintenance and repair during
use.

The plan of Mega float must be evaluated
and approved by the authority. The general
plan of Mega float must be compliant with
both the Port and Harbour Law and the
Fishing Port Law. Buildings on the Mega float
shall be regulated by both the Building
Standard Law and the Fire Defenses Law.
Floating Structures are regulated by the
Ship Safety Law. Approval processesdiffer
from law to law. A Mega float Safety
Evaluation Committee must be proposed
and accepted by thegovernment. Experts
and all government bureaus in charge of
the approval gather in the committee and
evaluate the application. Once the plan is
judged to be acceptable, eachbureau
approves the plan. The Fig 1.4 represents
approval process.



Mega float is constructed by joining unit
structures that were fabricated in shipyards.
Unit structures are fabricated in the well-
controlled environments of shipyards but
the joiningof the units take place at sea and
are exposed to the naturalenvironment of
the installation site. Construction by dry
welding with a water draining device and
wet welding at sea must be investigated.
The influence of both wave conditions and
unit joining sequences on the responses of
structure and performance of construction
were investigated.

For a free-floating structurein equilibrium
situation, the weight of the floating structure
is equal to the Archimedes force [4].
FA(Archimedes force)= Fg (gravity force)

Stability of a floating Body: The stability or
instability will be determined by whether a
righting or overturning moment
isdeveloped when the centre of gravity and
centre of buoyancy move outof vertical
alignment.
With reference to Fig 2,thevertical line
throughc` intersects the original centre line
at point “M”, this point is called Meta Centre.
And the distance “MG” is called the Meta
Centric Height which is the direct measure
of stability. When “M” is above “G” the
floating body is stable

D.Joining at sea
 
 

 

E.Inspection and maintenance
 
 

 
The VLFS structure should be well
maintained for at least 100 years.
Environmental impact studies should also
be conducted. Inspection and maintenance
must be done regularly.

DESIGN BASEDPRINCIPLE
 

The design principle is Buoyancy. The
principle of buoyancy can be described
with Archimedes principle:
 “Any object,wholly or partially immersed in
a fluid, is buoyed up by a force equal to the
weight of the fluid displaced by the object.”
This upward force is called Archimedes
force. This force is equal to the weightof the
displaced water. This weight is equal to the
densityof water ρ (kg/m3), times the
gravitational acceleration g (m/s2), times
the volume of the displaced water V (m3).
In formula this gives:
                              FA = ρ.g.v

DEGREE OF
FLOATINGSTABILITY

 
 

 Density plays a crucialrole in Archimedes
Principle becauseof the fact that, densityof
the object will be the ultimatedetermination
factor whether an object will float or sink. A
submergedbody or floating body is said to
be stableif it comes back to its original
position after a slight disturbance. The
positions of centre of gravity and centre of
buoyancy are key terms in determining the
stability of a floating body. For the floating
structure, structural stability is very
importantto prevent failure of the structure
caused by overturning due to angular
displacement.



greater is the distance between centre of
gravity and meta- centre. This leads to
more stable structure. [2]

 500mm above water surfaceis to prevent
the waterfrom spreading onto the slab. As
referred to the target of having at least
500mm height above the water surface as
discussed, this height is evaluated as below:
Height above water surface = [(26985.6x
1000)/9.81] / (1000 x 60 x 45) = 1.018m =
1018mm.

TThe expression for the Meta-centric
height,GM is, Meta- centric height, GM = I/V
- CG where,
I = Moment of Inertia; V = Volume;CG =
Centre of Gravity
The meta-centric height for the floating
structure is calculated as 28.265m.
Basically, floating house model is to be able
to have at least 500mm above the water
surface when it is fully loaded. The buffer
height of 500mm above water surface is to
cater for any miscellaneous loading added
which might cause the structure to be just
above the water surface. The idea ofbuffer
height of

DEVELOPMENTS OF
TECHNOLOGY

 
 
 

 The mooring system ensures that the VLFS
is kept in position so that the facilities
installed on the floating structure can be
reliablyoperated as well as to prevent the
structure from drifting away under
criticalsea conditions and storms. A freely
driftingvery large floatingstructure may
lead to not only damage to the surrounding
facilities but also to the loss of human life if
it collides with ships. The station keeping
system of floating structure may be
grouped into two main types: The mooring
lines the caisson or pile-type dolphins with
rubber fender system .The former type uses
chains, wire ropes, syntheticropes, chemical
fibre ropes, steel pipe piles, and hollowpillar
links.
These mooring systems are used for VLFS
operating in deep sea such as the tension
leg floating wind farm and the floating
salmon farm. However, the motions of a
floating structure become large when the
length of mooring line is rather long.
Especially in deep seas, the tension leg
system is adopted to which the pretension
is applied to the mooring line in order to
restrain heaving motion. In such a station
keeping system, it is difficult to restrain.
 

A. Mooring Systems
 
 
 

 



The horizontal motionand usually the
mooring lines experience significant tension
forces. The rubber fender-dolphin mooring
system was first adopted for the two
floating oil storage bases at Kamigoto and
Shirashima islands in Japan. The mooring
system has since been used for other
facilities such as floating piers,
floatingterminals, floating exhibition halls,
floating emergencybases, and
floatingbridges. The rubber fender-
dolphintype is very effective in restraining
the horizontal displacement of the floating
structure. As the large size rubber fenders
are able to undergo a large deformation of
up to approximately one-third of their
lengths,a considerable amountof the kinetic
energy of the floatingstructure can be
absorbed.[5]

 an alternative to the conventional bottom-
founded type breakwater for protecting
VLFS from a severe sea.
Floatingbreakwaters do not disruptthe
ocean currentflow and cause relatively little
damage to the seabed. Furthermore, the
floatingbox-like breakwater (being the most
common type) constructed around the
FFSF.

A.Mitigation of Hydro elasticresponse
 
 
 
 

 

Various methods have been proposed by
engineers to minimize the hydroelastic
response of the VLFS. One of the earliest
methodsis by constructing bottom-
founded breakwater close to the VLFS as
was done for the Mega-Float. Studiesby
Utsunomiya (2001)andOhmatsu (1999)
showed that the bottom founded type
breakwater is very effective in reducing the
hydroelastic response as well as the drift
forces. However, such type of breakwater
still possesses some drawbacks that

include massive construction material
requirements, difficulty in construction,
occupying precious sea space, difficulty in
removingthe breakwater if the VLFS is to be
relocatedelsewhere, not environmentally
friendly, and the reflected waves from the
breakwater could result in coastal erosion.
The floating box-like breakwater moored
with mooring lines has been proposed as 

CASE STUDY
 
 
 
 

The Earth is currently undergoing a climate
change of historic proportion, with sea
levels rising noticeably from the melting of
glaciers and icebergs. If the trend
continues, the Maldives will be completely
submerged in 30 years. For the people of
Maldives, a Floating city is an urgent
necessity. Within the next few years, there
will be no Maldives and because of these
reasons, this is the most suitable site for
testing this idea. The Maldives Floating City
is planned by Dutch Docklands. Each house
will be about 1,000 square feet and cost
18,50,000/- . The city will also have all the
facilities such as stores,public spaces, and
schools.



The hexagon-shaped floating segments are
modelled on the distinctive geometry of
local coral. These are connected to a ring of
barrier islands, which act as breakers below
the water, thereby lessening the impact of
lagoon waves and stabilizing structures on
the surface.
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This presentation addresses the current developments regarding use of
nano-materials in construction industry. Concrete is the foremost building
material broadly used in building construction, but cracks in concrete are
inevitable and are one of the inherent weakness of concrete. The major
downside of concrete is its low tensile strength due to which micro crack
occurs when the load applied is more than its limit and this paves way for
the seepage of water and other salts. This initiates corrosion and makes the
whole structure vulnerable and leads to the failure of structure. . Studies
have shown that concrete containing nano particles has demonstrated
increased strength, durability and reduction of pores in the concrete due to
the pore filling properties of the nano materials. Nano technology has the
proven to make the construction faster, cheaper, safer and more varied.
Nanotechnology encompasses two main approaches: (i) the ‘‘top-down”
approach, in which larger structures are reduced in size to the nano scale
while maintaining their original properties or deconstructed from larger
structures into their smaller, composite parts and (ii) the ‘‘bottom-up”
approach, also called ‘‘molecular nanotechnology” or ‘‘molecular
manufacturing,” in which materials are engineered from atoms or molecular
components through a process of assembly or self-assembly. The
advancement made in the study of concrete at nano scale has shown that
addition of Nano-silica leads to the densifying of the micro and
nanostructure resulting in improved mechanical properties. Significant
improvement was observed in mixtures incorporating nano-silica in terms of
reactivity, strength development, refinement of pore structure and
densification of interfacial transition zone. Nano particles of silica turn into
nano particles of cement (nano cement) in the chemical reactions that take
place in the concoction of the concrete. Thus the nano particle acts as the
filler of pores in the concrete which in turn influences the results. This also
results in a lower rate of corrosion of the steel reinforcements due to the pore
filling nature of the nano silica particles in the concrete.

Abstract: 



Bamboo has a long and well-established
tradition as a building material throughout
the world’s tropical and subtropical regions. It
is widely used for many forms of construction,
in particular for housing in rural areas. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Abstract

The most extensive use of bamboo in
construction is for the walls and
partitions.The major elements, the
posts and beams, generally
constitute part or structural
framework. They are to carry the self-
weight of building and loads imposed
by the occupants and the
weather.Utilization of Bamboo for
construction is achieved by a
structural frame technique which is
related to same approach applied in
usual timber frame design and
construction. In the case of bamboo,
floor, walls and roof are
interconnected and often rely on the
other for overall stability. Bamboo has
played a vital role in the growth of
enterprises and the rural
transformation.Bamboos are treated
in such a way that they assume
desired shapes and structures while
they grow.
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Bamboo is a renewable and versatile
resource, characterized by high
strength and low weight, and is easily
worked using simple tools. It is widely
recognized as one of the most
important non-timber forest
resources due to the high socio-
economic benefits from bamboo
based products. It is estimated that
there are 1200 species growing in
about 14.5 million hectares
area.Bamboo as a building material
has high compressive strength and
low weight has been one of the most
used building material as support for
concrete, especially in those
locations where it is found in
abundance. Bamboo as a building
material is used for the construction
of scaffolding, bridges and structures,
house.Due to a distinctive rhizome-
dependent system, bamboos are one
of the fastest-growing plants in the
world and their growth is three times
faster than most other species of
plants. They are renewable and
extremely versatile resource with
multi-purpose usage. Among many
uses of bamboo,Housing is one of the
major areas applications especially
in the wake of residential shortages
around the globe.Bamboo as a
building material is conventionally
associated with the region of
Southeast Asia and South America
where climate is best suitable for its
cultivation. In many of the nations,
bamboo is used to hold up
suspension bridges or simply make
places of dwelling.

II. VARIOUS STRUCTURAL
SHAPES OFBAMBOO

A. Squared cross-section- can be
obtained bycompressingthe growing
stalk of bamboo within a square
section.
 B. Arch shapes of bamboo- can also
be createdbycompressing the
bamboo's growth
intothedesiredshape. This would cost
lesser than it wouldtoget thesame
form with normal timber. 
C. Curved and Flat shapes of
bamboo- areachievedthrough
traditional techniques like
applyingheat andpressure.

III. METHODS OF WORKING
ONBAMBOO

For a bamboo to be used as a
building material, it must beworked
on to create desired shape, bend and
lengthtobeused for structural or other
purposes.

A. Splitting of Bamboo :

The bamboo canes are split into
halves or quarter sectionsusing a
knife ideal for the job and setting
themapart byawedge. About four or
eight segments can be
acquiredwhich



Fig. 2 Spilitting Bamboo with a Knife Frame

IV. PRESERVATION OF BAMBOO

A. Curing Method: The freshly cut
bamboo culms along with leaves etc
are stored in shade for 1-2 weeks.
There is a significant loss of starch
contents in bamboo culms due to the
respiration in tissues and leaves.
B. Smoking Treatment: The process of
'smoking' a bamboo is simple.
Bamboo culms are placed inside a
room above the fireplace and are
exposed to heat and smoke for an
extended period of time perhaps
several weeks. The toxic agents in the
smoke and heat destroy the starch in
bamboo making it immune to
attacks by insects 
C. White Washing treatment: This is
another method of Bamboo
treatment, This requires the bamboo
culms to be painted with slaked lime
(CalciumHydroxide-Ca(OH)2). Up to
4 coats of whitewash are
paintedforbetter results. This method
also protects the
bamboobypreventing the moisture to
enter the culms, as abamboowith
lesser moisture is less prone to fungal
attack, itprolongs the life of bamboo.
D. Soaking Method: Bamboos are
soaked in either runningwater or
water ponds from a fewweeks to a
fewmonthsto leach out the starch,
sugar and other water-
solublecontents. If bamboo is soaked
in stagnant water (smallponds etc.)
the water is changed
frequentlytoavoidfouling.

Even though bamboos are naturally
circular in form but if they are grown
in a box of square shape they acquire
a shape as desired

Fig.3 Spitting of Bamboo Cane

B. Shaping of Bamboo :

C. Bending of Bamboo :

Bamboos can be bent while they are
freshly cut by heating them above
the temperature of 150° C. Bamboo
will retain this shape even after
cooling and drying off.



Utilization of Bamboo for construction
is achieved by a structural frame
technique which is related to same
approach applied in usual timber
frame design and construction. In the
case bamboo, floor, walls and roof
are interconnected and often rely on
the other for overall stability. Bamboo
has played a vital role in the growth
of enterprises and the rural
transformation.

A. Foundation :

It consists of bamboo truss or rafters
over whichsolidbamboo purlins are
laid and lashed to the rafter
bymeansofG.I.wire. A mesh of halved
bamboo is made andis lashedtothe
purlins 

A. Bamboo Trusses:

C. Bamboo Walling/Ceiling :

As the bamboo material is light in
weight it ismoreadvantageous in
earthquake prone areas as its
chancesoffalling are very less and
even if it falls it can bere-
erectedeasily with less human and
property loss withleast effortsand
minimum cost.

E. Heat Treatment Method: Bamboo is
exposedtoheatinthis method by
baking or torching them. This
methodisvery useful for straightening
of bamboos. Whenabamboo is
exposed to heat in it
rapidlyreducesthemoisture content of
bamboo, and causes
charringanddecomposition of starch
and sugar contents.
 IV. GENERAL USES :

The bamboo has strength
comparable to that of teakandsal.An
experiment with the construction and
testingof a4mspantruss made of
round bamboo and different
jointingtechniques for web-chord
connections gave results that
werematching with the strength of
timber. 

B. Bamboo Roofs Skeleton

VII. BAMBOO AS A BUILDING

Fig.4 Bamboo Foundation

IThe use of bamboo for foundation is
rather restricted. Thisismainly due to
the fact that like timber when
incontact withdamp ground, they
deteriorate and decay very
quicklyunlesstreated with some very
effective preservatives. However,
inspite of their short life considerable
use of bamboos ismadeas
foundation or supporting posts in
case of houses built onraised
platforms.



 Roofing The roof offers protection
against extremes of weather
including rain, sun and wind, and to
provide shelter, clear and usable
space beneath the canopy. Above all
it must be strong enough to resist the
considerable forces generated by
wind and roof coverings. In this
respect, bamboo is ideal as a roofing
material- it is strong, resilient and
light weighted. The bamboo structure
of a roof can comprise of purlins,
rafters and trusses.

Bamboo is extensively used for
construction of wallsandpartitions.
Posts and beams are the main
elements normallyconstructed with
bamboo provide structural
frameworkforwalls. They positioned in
a way to be able towithstandforces of
nature. An infill is used between
framingelementsto add strength and
stability to the walls.

The floors may be at ground level, and
thereforeconsistsonly of compacted earth,
with or without a coveringofbamboo
matting. The preferred solution is to
raisethefloorabove the ground creating a
stilt type of construction. Thisimproves
comfort and hygiene and can provide
acoveredstorage area below the floor. The
surface of earthfloorissometimes made
more stable by paving it with
crudebambooboards made by opening
and flattening whole culms.
 

B. Flooring :

C. Wall Construction :

D. Roofing :

E. Scaffolding :



 It can be used a bamboo trusses,
bambooroofs, skeleton, bamboo
walling/ceiling ,bamboo doors and
windows,bamboo flooring,scaffolding
etc.It has beenfoundthat bamboo
acts very well in buckling but
duetolowstresses than compare to
steel and due to it not beingstraight,it
may not be very good further it
hasbeenestablished that in seismic
zone the failure of bamboosveryless
as the maximum absorption of the
energyisat thejoints.

Through research,it has been found that
some species of bamboo have ultimate
tensile strength same as that of mildsteel
at yield point .Experimentally, it has been
found that the ultimate tensile strength of
bamboo is comparable to that of mild
steel. Bamboo is a versatile material
because of its high strength to weight ratio
easy workability and availability, bamboo
needs to be chemically treated due to
theirl own atural durability.It can be used a
bamboo trusses, skeleton ,bamboo
walling/ceiling, bamboo doors and
windows, bamboo flooring, scaffolding
etc.It has beenfoundthat bamboo acts
very well in buckling but due to low
stresses than compare to steel and due to
it not being straight,it may not be very
good further it has been established that
in seismic zone the failure of bamboo
svery less as the maximum absorption of
the energyisat the joints.

Due to advantageous properties of
bearing heavy load bamboos are
considered as one of the highly-endorsed
materials for scaffolding even for tall
structures. For the construction of
scaffolding, cane extensions are obtained
by lashing cane ends using several ropes.
The ties are positioned in such a way that
forces acting vertically downwards lodge
the nodes in the lashing. This technique
has immense significance since the joints
can be re-aligned in the right degree. 
 
VIII. WHY BAMBOO AS A SUBSTITUE IX. MAJOR BENEFITES OF BAMBOO

OVER STEEL

Developing countries have the highest
demand for stee lreinforced concrete but
often do not have the means   the steel to
meet the demand so there is a need of a
material which can replace steel .A
material which should be abundant
,sustainable ,economical and extremely
resilient ,bamboo has potential in the
future to be an ideal replacement in
places where steel can not easily be
produced. In the trial of tensile strength
bamboo outperforms most other material
,reinforced steel included. It achieved this
strength through its hollow ,tubular
structure, evolved overmillennia to resist
reinforce in its natural habitat. This light
weight structure also makes it easy to
harvest and transport.Due to its incredibly
rapid growth cycle and the varieties of
areas in which it is able to grow ,bamboo
is a lsovery economical and cheap as
compared to steel so by using bamboo
over steel we can make our structure or
project alotmore economical



Two low cost model houses are
presented in Fig.8. These models
describe how bamboo can be used
as wall purpose in housing. In the first
image, which present tiles sloped
roofing resort and another image
presents inclined roofing bamboo
housing. 

.Bamboo is also environment friendly as
we know as it grows naturally without any
chemical process unlike the case of steel
bars which causes a huge amount of
emissions of CO2 during their production.
In case of bamboo the rapid growth plant
growth requires the grass to absorb large
quantities of CO2 meaning that its
cultivation as a building material would
help reduce the rate of climate change
these factor alone are incentive for
investment in developing bamboo as  a
reinforcement.Bamboo is more
sustainable and cheap due to its ability to
grow quickly being giant grass and not a
tree, it reaches its maximum mechanical
resistance in a few years more over its
easily available. On comparison, the
energy needed to produce steel is almost
50 times of this natural product. In tensile
load application result shown by bamboo
are exciting because the ratio of tensile
strength to specific weight of bamboo is 6
times greater than steel.The tensile
strength of bamboo is roughly 28000 per
square inch versus steel’s 23000 per
square inch.Bamboo is ideal for all
developing countries and where there is a
danger of earthquakes because of its
resilience and bamboo can absorb a lot of
CO2 during its growth cycle and steel
gives of a lot of CO2 while production
which is a major contributor to green
house gasses.
  X. COST ANALYSIS OF BAMBOO 
Based on the material properties and
economic considerations, bamboo is a
very suitable component for cheap
architectural implementations in India.
Because of, from the cost analysis it is
seen that, to make a 10' wall of bamboo
4415/- INR is required. Whereas, to make
10' brick wall 10935/- INR is required.

XI. MODEL OF BAMBOO WALL
HOUSES

 XII. ADVANTAGES OF BAMBOO AS
A BUILDING MATERIAL

It is the fastest growing renewable
buildingmaterial.
 It is easily available and eco-friendly. 
Bamboo is the best alternative for
steel, concrete, andmasonry. 
 It is cost-effective and easy to work. 
 It can be easily bent and given the
desiredshape.
Itshuge elasticity makes it useful in
areas of high risks of earthquakes.



Bamboo doors and windows:
Bamboo frames can replace
timber frames appropriate to
function. Bamboo mat fixed to the
bamboo frame can be hinged to
a wall to act as a door. Small
framed openings hinged to the
top in the wall can be windows. 
 Bamboo flooring: Bamboo can

be used as flooring material with
bamboo splits. Bamboo mats or
boards can also be used. 
Scaffolding:
Bamboo poles are lashed
together and are used as
scaffoldings for high rise
constructions. It has high strength
and resilience to hold weight on it.
Foundations: For use as a
foundation, the bamboo poles are
directly driven into the ground.
They have to, however, be pre-
treated for protection from rot
and fungi.

They require preservation. 
Bamboo shrinks much greater than
any other typeoftimber especially
when it loses water(Shrinkage).
 Bamboo should be sufficiently treated
against insect or fungus attack before
being utilized for building
purposes(Durability)
Despite prevalence of various
techniques of jointing, structural
reliability of bamboo is
questionable(Jointing).

XIV.APPLICATIONS OF BAMBOO IN THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Bamboo trusses: The bamboo has
strength comparable to that of teak
and sal. A frame is made using
bamboo rafters, and purlins for fixing
the roof. 
 Bamboo roofs skeleton: It consists of

bamboo truss over which bamboo
purlins are laid and lashed to rafters by
means of G.I wire. A mesh of halved
bamboo is made and tied to cover the
roof.
  Bamboo walling/ceiling: As the
bamboo is light in weight it is beneficial
for earthquake-prone areas. Its
chances of falling are very less due to
its flexibility. If it falls it is easy to re-
erect with less human and property
loss with least efforts. Bamboo mats or
strips are used to form the wall or roof
by lashing. 

XV. CONCLUSION

Since time immemorial, bamboo
has played an important role in the
development of mankind. It is used
for a wide range of day-to-day
purposes, both as a woody material
and as food. It has been the
backbone of much of the world’s
rural life and will remain so as the
population increases.Bamboo will
continue to play an important part
in the development of rural areas

XIII. DISADVANTAGES OF BAMBOO
AS A BUILDING MATERIAL
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The properties as top grade building
material and increased availability of
bamboo in our country makes it possible
to use, bamboo in the field of construction
extensively. Its high valued utilization not
only promotes the economic
development, but also saves forest
resources to protect our ecological
environment as a wood substitute. It has
been the backbone of much of the world’s
rural life and will remain so as the
population increases  .Bamboo will
continue to play an important part in the
development of enterprises and the
transformation of rural environments, in all
regions of the developing world where it
grows. On account of the enforcement of
our natural forest protection project, wood
is becoming increasingly scarce .The
realization that bamboo is the most
potentially important non-timber resource
and fast-growing woody biomass, has
evoked keen interest in the processing,
preservation ,utilization and the promotion
of bamboo as an alternative to wood. The
properties as top grade building material
and increased availability of bamboo in
our country makes it possible to use,
bamboo in the field of construction
extensively. Its high valued utilization not
only promotes the economic
development, but also saves forest
resources to protect our ecological
environment as a wood substitute. Asan
economic building material, bamboo’s
rate of productivity and cycle of annual
harvest outstrips any other naturally
growing resource, if today you plant three
or four structural bamboo plants, then in
four or five years later you will have
mature clumps, and in eight years you will
have enough mature material to build a
comfortable, low cost house.
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A D V A N C E D

E N E R G Y

H A R V E S T I N G  -

K I N E C T I C  R O A D S

A N D  F O O T F A L L

- Nowadays, electricity has become a priority in

daily life and can even be considered as a

primary human need, both in personal and

industrial purpose. Because of that the

demands for energy is tremendously increasing

across the globe. The rapid increase in energy

demand has resulted in more dependence on

fossil fuels, which leads to higher CO2 emissions

every year. To overcome this problem, shifting

from fossil fuel-based energy resources to

renewable and sustainable ones is essential.

This is where the need for advanced energy

harvesting comes into play. Energy harvesting

technologies from road and footfall is a new

research territory in civil engineering that

encompasses technologies that captured the

waste energy that occurred at pavements,

accumulate and store it for later use. Human

body generates a lot of energy while doing the

most-common activity walking. Every foot fall

causes pressure when the foot hits the floor,

which goes untapped. With the ground surface

engineered to harvest the energy, power can be

generated from the human footfalls, stored and

used as a power. And kinetic roads is the term

that can be defined as the system to harvest

energy from the kinetic energy produced by

moving vehicles and convert it in to electric

energy. Take our highways for example. 

-According to statistics, 45,000 vehicles

pass through Paliyekakra toll plaza every

day. By this we can store a huge amount of

electricity every day. And if we implement

kinetic pavements or kinetic footfalls in a

town or city, there can be a great deal of

electricity. 
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Abstract –Some Groundwater in India contaminated. Water
pollution causes diseases like trachoma, diarrhea, intestinal
worms and hepatitis. It is said that human activities like
adding industrial, domestic and Agricultural wastes to the
groundwater reservoir at an increasing rate. It is pointed out
that rapid growing technology; urbanization and increase in
population are responsible for groundwater pollution. Disposal
of solid wastes, extensive use of fertilizers, changing land use
patterns also leads to Groundwater pollution. Geographical
Information System (GIS) is a useful tool for assessing
Groundwater pollution. Groundwater sample were collected
from the predetermined sampling locations and analyzed for
Physico-chemical parameters for the generation for attribute
data base. Water Quality index is calculated to assess the
suitability of Groundwater for drinking purpose in the
environmental stress areas. In Andhra Pradesh, India falls in
water stress four areas. About 70% of drinking water needs in
rural areas and 40% of drinking water needs in urban areas
are met from Groundwater resources. Due to rapid population
growth and agricultural expansion has increased demand on
Groundwater resources. India with 2.4% of the world’s total
area has 16% of the world’s population, but has only 4% of the
total available fresh water. This clearly indicates the need for
water resources development, conservation and their
optimum use. Eps. 01 Kitchen style
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 As per the assessment of Central water Commission, the water
resources potential of the country is estimated to be the order
of 1869 billion cubic metres, which includes replenishable
Groundwater that gets charged on annual basis. Within the
limitations of physiographic condition, socio- political
environment, legal and constitutional constraints and the
technology available at hand, the utilizable water resources of
the country have been assessed at 1123bcm, of which 690bcm
is from surface water and 433bcm from Groundwater sources.
Harnessing of 690bcm of utilizable surface water is possible
only is matching storages are built. The annual replenishable
Groundwater resource for the entire country is 433bcm. The
overall contribution of rainfall to the country’s annual
replenishable groundwater resource is 67% and the share of
other sources, including canal seepage, return flow from
irrigation, seepage from water bodies and water conservation
structures taken together is 33%. In the state of Andhra Pradesh,
the contribution of other sources is more than the national
average of 33%, mainly because of canal seepage and
intensive irrigation. The southwest monsoon being the most
prevalent contributor of rainfall in the country, about 73% of the
country’s annual replenishable groundwater recharge takes
place during the kharif period of cultivation. Keeping 34bcm as
the allocation for natural discharge during the non – monsoon
season, the net annual groundwater available for utilization in
the entire country is about 399bcm. 

Eps. 01 Kitchen style

INTRODUCTION

It is believed that water is the most important raw material for
mankind and is called “liquid Gold”. This is because water
maintained earth temperature at a uniform temperature of 16
C. Without water it is temperature may vary from 100 degree
Celsius to 130 degree Celsius. It is a said that man cannot
survive less than 5 days without water. Man needs water for
domestic purposes such as cooking, cleaning, gardening,
washing and drinking. Water is also needed for commercial,
industrial and recreational purposes. Water used for such
purposes should not be polluted. But should be of good quality.
Urbanization and industrialization have directly or indirectly
polluted most of the water resources. 
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 It is calculated that 90% of the world population is living without
safe water which gives rise to water borne diseases which kills
nearly 30,000 people every day. It will lead to over exploitation
and rapid depletion of Groundwater resulting in acute fresh
water scarcity. Impact studies can contribute to improve urban
development and environmental planning at the project and
policy levels and it also introduces analytical tools to support
such planning. Remote sensing application have been
operationlized in most of the natural resources management
themes and at present the trend is on integrated surveys to
arrive at sustainable developmental packages. 

Eps. 01 Kitchen style

METHODOLOGY

Data collection 
Different data product required for the study
a) Survey of India (SOI) 
b) Fused data of IRS -1D PAN and LISS – III satellite imagery
obtained from National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA)
Hyderabad, India
c) Collateral data collected from related organizations,
comprises of water quality and demographic data.

STUDY AREA: 
The Maripeda Mandal is one of the 51 Mandals of Warangal
district in Andhra Pradesh. It lies between latitudes 17 degree 20
minutes and 17 degree 35 minutes. The major crops are rice,
jowar, cotton turmeric, maize, chilies and sesame. Because of
dry climate and poor soil moisture condition, resulting in
frequent brought and famines 

Database Creation

The study area is then delineated and subsetted from the fused
data based on the latitude and longitude values and a final
hard copy output is prepared for the generation of thematic
maps are converted to vector format by scanning using an A0
flatbed DeskJet scanner and digitized using AutoCAD software
for generation of digital thematic maps using Arc/Info and
ARCVIEW GIS Software. The GIS digital database consist of
thematic maps like land use/land cover, drainage, road network
using Survey of India (SOI) toposheets and fused data of IRS-ID
PAN.
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 Thematic maps like base map and drainage network maps are
prepared from the Survey of India toposheets on 1:50,000 scale
using AutoCAD and Arc/Info GIS software to obtain a base line
data. Thematic maps of the study area was prepared using
visual interpretation technique from the fused satellite imagery
and Survey of India toposheets along with ground truth
analysis. All the maps are scanned and digitized to generate a
digital output. 

Eps. 01 Kitchen style

Water Quality Index is computed adopting the method
proposed by Tiwari and Mishra. Water Quality Index is
computed using the formula given in the equation.
WQI = Antilog [ΣWn n=1 log10 qn ] 
Where, Wn = K/Sn
 Where, Sn = Standard value of the parameter 
K=Constant [1/ (∑ n n=1 1/Si)] 
S1 = Standard value of the parameter

Care is taken in collecting the water samples for uniform
distribution and density of sampling locations. The water
samples were analyzed for various physicochemical
parameters adopting standard protocol. 

 Spatial Database

Attribute Database

Estimation of Water Quality Index

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Groundwater samples were collected from different locations
from predetermined study area. Sampling bottles were cleaned
with 10% nitric acid followed by distilled water to avoid any
accidental contamination. Samples were collected in 1.5 liter of
pet bottles from selected sampling sites and were scaled highly
and labeled properly.
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A topographic map is a representation of the shape, size,
position and relation of the physical features of an area. The
base map is prepared using survey of India toposheet on
1:50,000 scale and updated with the help of satellite imagery. It
consists of various features like the road network, settlements,
water bodies, canals, railway track, vegetation etc, delineated
from the toposheet. The map thus drawn is scanned and
digitalized to get a digital output. The information content of this
map is used as a base line data to finalize the physical features
of other thematic maps 

Eps. 01 Kitchen style

Drainage map is prepared by using survey of India Topographic
maps on 1:50,000. All the streams and tanks existing in the
study area are marked in this map. This stream further
classified based on stream ordering. Up of fourth order streams
exist in the study area. Most of the streams right side of the
state highway flow North East to South West in the study area
and left side of the state highway South West to North East
canals. Only two minor rivers namely Palleru and Akeru exist. 

 Drainage

 Slope Map

Slope classes One, Two and Three observed in the study area.
Most of the study area is covered by nearly level, very gently,
gently slope class. Small part of the study area comes under
moderately sloping class four and study area comes under the
strongly sloping class Five.

 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 Base map

 Groundwater potential:

The Groundwater potential map is prepared based on the
analysis of various themes such us geomorphology, land use,
lineament, intersection points, drainage pattern etc besides the
collateral data obtained from state Groundwater Board with
necessary field checks. Groundwater potential map reveals the
available quantum of Groundwater and is delineated into zones
showing high (53%), medium (30%), and low (17%),
Groundwater potential area.
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Field work was conducted and 92 Groundwater samples were
collected. The water samples were analyzed for various
parameters. 

Eps. 01 Kitchen style

PH of groundwater samples was ranging from 6.2 to 7.5 which
shows the alkaline nature of water. The ph is an important
variable in water quality assessment as it influences many
biological and chemical processes within a water body and all
processes associate with water supply and treatment. Electrical
Conductivi

 Turbidity

PH

The most important parameter to be consider for drinking water
is Most Probable Number and it was found that all the
Groundwater samples showed negative for the Most Probable
Number test and potable for drinking purpose. The above
investigation reveals that water quality Parameter like Hardness,
alkalinity, TDS and fluoride are beyond the permissible limits
and found that the pollution of Groundwater is more in the
study area.

Groundwater Quality variation in the study
area

Most Probable Number (MPN)::

In Groundwater samples ranged from 4 to 16 NTU. The high
concentration of turbidity is seen in few samples which might
be due to colloidal materials which is objectionable because of
aesthetic considerations. 

Water quality index variation in the study
area:

Water quality rating, reflecting the influence of different water
quality parameters on the overall quality of water and Water
Quality Index (WQI), a very useful and efficient method for
assessing the quality of water (Abassi,1999) are determined in
the present study. The water quality of the study area varied
from good to unfil for drinking. 
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All the samples exhibited good water quality with the index
ranging from 0-50 observed in 12 samples in areas like
Giripuram, Buranapuram, Rampuram. Poor waterquality with the
index ranging from 50-75 obseved in 52 samples at
Uggampalli, Yellampet, Visampalli, Chillamcherla, Viraram,
Ullepalli, Anepuram,Nilkurti, Maripad,Galivarigudem, P.Gudem,
Dharmaram, Bichrajpalli areas. where the water quality was
found to be very poor with WQI ranging from 75-100 observed in
20 samples at Eracherla, Jyarram, Gudur, Abbaipalem,
Tanamcherla areas. Unfit for drinking 8 samples were found
with the WQI ranging above 100 in Talaukal, Gundipudi areas.
The poor to unfit for drinking samples were observed in areas
which are all residential and Agricultural areas. where the
domestic waste generated is increasing day by day and using
the pesticides in the agricultural lands improper management
of these waste, pesticides may have a greater impact on
ground water quality.

Eps. 01 Kitchen style

The results in case that certain parameters like Nitrates, TDS,
Hardness and Alkalinity exceeded the permissible limits as
given by Bureau of Indian Standards. The concentration of
Sodium, Potassium, Chloride, and Sulphate however was within
permissible limits. The poor quality which all lie in the residential
and Agricultural areas of the study area. Modification and
maintenance of the existing septic systems, proper disposal of
domestic waste generated from households, pre-treatment of
the industrial effluents prior to their disposal and controlled land
management prohibiting land use practices and to control the
using the pest ices in the Agricultural lands which degrade the
environmental quality are a few recommendations suggested
to improve the water quality in the study area 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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ADVANCED TECHNIQUES AND
SOFTWARES IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
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I.INTRODUCTION



II.ADVANCED TECHNIQUES



A.Techniques Used in Building
Construction

1)   3D Volumetric Construction

1)   Precast Flat Panel Modules



1) Tunnel Formwork System

1) Pre-cast Foundation
Technique

1)     Flat Slabbing Technology



A. Engineering softwares

ADVANCED SOFTWARES



B.  Engineering Software for
Drafting or Drawing



D.    Civil Engineering Software
for 3d modeling of
structure/Architecture
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